
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

Staples of Mexican Food 
Guacamole 

 
 
 
Guacamole comes from the Nahuatl word meaning avocado sauce.  Guacamole perfectly highlights what Mexican 
food is and what Mexican culture is all about.  Its ingredients, avocado, tomato, and chile are Mexico’s gifts to the 
world.  These same ingredients are used heavily with many Mexican dishes, such as beef a la Mexicana.  Beef a la 
Mexicana uses roasted tomatoes and green chiles with beef in order to create not only a dish that tastes of Mexican 
culture through the usage of Mexico’s gifts, but also essentially recreates the Mexican flag within the dish.  This is 
because with the green chiles and red tomatoes, white onions are also commonly used, which helps to create not 
only the taste of Mexico, but even helps to visualize Mexico through the usage of foods with the colors of the 
national flag.  However, in guacamole, all three of these gifts come together to make “the butter of the poor” 
(Bayless 2).  Guacamole is used on a variety of dishes such as on tacos.  However, the usage of guacamole in the 
Mexican setting helps to identify the Mexican culture.  Guacamole’s presence can be described as versatile, which 
allows it to be used as a casual party food.  This helps to create the perfect “sauce” for an outing between a Mexican 
family and its extended family members.  The image of guacamole as a casual environment helps bring alive the 
Mexican cultural value of family, which is essential to identifying the Mexican culture. 

Maize 

 
Few Mexican dishes can be identified as authentic without the presence of tortillas; it is the staple grain of 
maize that makes this possible.  Staple Mexican dishes such as tortillas and tamales are impossible without 
this staple grain.  It is known that “maize is the staple that gives Latino cuisine a cohesive identity” because 
of how it is used to bring all the ingredients together to make a Mexican dish possible, such as putting all the 
meat into a tamale (Janer 25).  Nixtamalized masa is what is used to create the common tortilla that makes 
up the Mexican dish.  The use of maize comes alive in identifying Mexican culture not because of what it is 
used to make, but because of how often Mexican dishes use something that has been made of maize.  Most 
Mexican dishes, such as tacos, pozole, and enchiladas, are created either with the product of maize being 
used to bring it all together or having the product of maize used with the meal, such as tortillas on the side 
when eating pozole.  The use of maize and its products within Mexican dishes cannot be overemphasized, as 
many Mexicans and Mexican Americans will tell you that a meal is not ready to be eaten until tortillas are 
on the table. 
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Chiles 
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Image from: http://mexicofoodandmore.com/salsas/mexican-chiles-from-mild-to-fiery.html 
If there is one thing that consistently describes Mexican food, it is spicy.  Aside from the “spiciness” seen throughout 
Mexican culture, such as the “reporters” seen on some Mexican news telecasts, Mexican food can be described as 
hot, or spicy, and chiles are a big reason for this.  While chiles are indigenous to the Americas, nowhere else is its use 
more sophisticated than in Mexico.  Most places use chiles simply for the heat factor it provides, but chiles in 
Mexican food is used also for the flavor and texture.  This is why there are various types of chiles used for different 
dishes, with each of the different type of chile serving a different culinary purpose.  There are different flavors of 
chile, which ranges from the sweetness provided by bell peppers to ensure a chile taste without the heat to the 
habanero chile, which all but guarantees that the consumer will be in for a rude awakening if they are not prepared 
for it.  Of course, chiles are essential to create another staple of Mexican food:  salsas.  Many Mexican dishes call for 
salsa, if not for heat, then to add flavor. 

Mexican Dish and its Ingredients 
Mole Rojo Clásico de Guajolote 

5 ounces (3 medium) tomatillos, husked and rinsed 
½ cup (about 2 ½ ounces) sesame seeds 
½ cup rich-tasting pork lard or vegetable oil, plus a little more if 
necessary 
6 medium (about 3 ounces total) dried mulato chiles, stemmed 
and seeded 
3 medium (about 1 ½ ounces total) dried ancho chiles, stemmed 
and seeded 
5 medium (about 1 ½ ounces total) dried pasilla chiles, stemmed 
and seeded 
4 garlic cloves, peeled 
A scant ½ cup (about 2 ounces) unskinned almonds 
½ cup (about 2 ounces) raisins 
1 whole (about 4 pounds) boneless turkey breast with skin on, the 
two halves cut apart, and any netting removed (some brands sell 
individual turkey breasts as 2-pount roasts—you’ll need two of 
them) 
Salt 
½ teaspoon cinnamon, preferably freshly ground Mexican canela 
¼ teaspoon black pepper, preferably freshly ground 
¼ teaspoon anise, preferably freshly ground (optional) 
A scant 1/8 teaspoon cloves, preferably freshly ground 
1 slice firm white bread, darkly toasted and broken into several 
pieces 
1 ounce (about one-third of a 3.3-ounce tablet) Mexican 
chocolate, roughly chopped 
4 to 5 teaspoons sugar 
Sprigs of watercress or fresh flat-lead parsley for garnish 
 

Recipe taken from Rick Bayless’ 
Mexico One Dish at a Time 

Importance of Red Mole 
Mole “is a celebration.  This dish—the pride of all Mexico—
holds the same place as our Thanksgiving turkey, though it’s 
certainly made more often.  It truly might be more important, 
since in most homes mole is the culinary offering made to 
ancestors (and to the living) during the Days of the Dead in 
November” (Bayless 204).  This statement may surprise those 
whose primary knowledge about Mexican food is tacos and 
burritos.  Mole is Mexico’s national dish.  It is served at 
important celebrations like weddings and baptisms.  Red 
mole has more significance than a national dish; however.  
Even the very Nahuatl word “mole,” which means sauce, 
shows a connection to Mexicans roots from the past, dating 
back to the Aztecs.  This dish is the perfect example of how 
food identifies Mexican culture, as it not only uses many 
ingredients that is Mexican, but its inclusion and significance 
in a significant Mexican ritual shows how even though red 
mole is simply a food to some, to Mexicans, red mole stands 
for what it means to be Mexican.   

The complex mixture of ingredients in mole allows 
one to experience taste with all their taste buds 
simultaneously.  Eating good mole is a very satisfying 
experience.  As shown in the recipe on the right, many 
different sorts of ingredients go into the thick, paste-like mole 
sauce.  Among these key ingredients are a variety of chiles of 
different shapes, colors and sizes.  Chiles are, as we saw 
above, the quintessential ingredient in Mexican cuisine.  It 
makes sense that chiles of different types would be essential 
to mole.   
 

Douglas Sillett
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